VOLUME 3, COMMAND
SUMMARY OF KEY CHANGES – 22 Nov 16

- Changed ‘are of operations’ to ‘area of responsibility’ throughout
- Verified and updated 396 links
- Changed title of DTM 21 from Distributed-Split-Ops to Reachback-Distributed-Split-Ops allowing for update of Annex 3-30, Command and Control
  - Expanded section on Reachback.
- Discussion of “command arrangement agreements” added to “command” DTM and throughout for clarity
- Updated COMAFFOR references in DTM 29, The Joint Force Air Component Commander
  - Most information for DTM 29 came from JP 3-30, Command and Control for Joint Air Operations
- Removed section on ‘Integrating Nuclear Operations’ out of DTM24, Integrating Forces
- COMAFFOR replaced JFACC in DTM31, Joint Air Component Coordination Element
- DTM 33, Multihatting, was not updated.
- Terminology and abbreviations updated throughout